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Abstract 
Matula numbers provide aone-to-one correspondence between atural numbers and the set 
of rooted trees, and their significance comes from application in organic chemistry. Several 
results concerning Matula numbers are discussed. 
1. Introduction 
Despite the extensive use of computers in chemical documentation, the coding, 
storage and retrieval of information on molecular structure of organic compounds i
a major technical problem. In computerized chemical information systems each 
structure is coded by means of a certain matrix, which occupies a vast memory of the 
computer and makes structural manipulations a cumbersome and time-consuming 
task. In view of this, the possibility to represent the molecular structure of organic 
compounds by a single integer seems to be of particular interest. Such a representation 
was created in 1968 by Matula [10]. 
According to Matula 1-10], the number n(T, u) associated to the rooted tree Twhose 
root is u, is determined in the following recursive manner. We define n(T, u) = 1 for the 
one-vertex graph. For the general case, let pm denote the ruth prime number 
(Pl --- 2, P2 = 3, P3 = 5 . . . . .  etc.), and suppose that the root of the tree T is of degree d, 
d/> 1. Then T can be considered as being obtained by joining the roots vl, ...,vd of 
some rooted trees L1 .... , Ld to the vertex u (see Fig. 1). 
We then have 
d 
n(T,u) = I-I P, tL,.v,~. (1.1) 
i=1 
If the sub-tree L~ consists of a single vertex (i.e. if the degree of the vertex v~ in T is unity) 
then n(L, vi) = 1. Otherwise n(Li, v~) is to be calculated by repeated application of (1.1). 
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To elucidate the above procedure on an example, we consider the calculation of the 
M-value (i.e. the Matula number n(T, u)) of 2,2,4-trimethyloctane. 
In Fig. 2 we have first drawn the tree T corresponding to this molecule, which 
represents the skeleton of its carbon atoms. The heavy dot marks the (arbitrarily 
chosen) root u. All vertices of T different from u will be referred to as the non- 
root vertices. As the first step we associate a unit weight (number) to all non-root 
vertices of degree one. Then in the second step we find a non-root vertex v whose 
all neighbors except one have already been weighted. If the weights of the first 
neighbors of v are ~, fl, y,..., then by (1.1) the weight of v is p~p~py.... This 
step is repeated until all non-root vertices are weighted. In the last step 
in our example we set 
M = n(T,u) = PlPsP19 = 2" 11"67 = 1474, 
since the neighbors of the root u have weights 1, 5 and 19, respectively, 
Obviously, if one is given a natural number M, then the above procedure 
can be done in reverse and one can reconstruct the unique tree T (up to iso- 
morphism) with root u whose Matula number is M = n(T,u). Hence there exists 
a one-to-one correspondence b tween the set of positive integers and the set of 
rooted trees. 
For a long time Matula numbers remained more or less a graph-theoretical 
curiosity. It is only recently that Elk [1,2] elaborated Matula-type single-integer 
representations for a variety of classes of organic compounds: alkanes, alkenes, 
alkines, benzenoid hydrocarbons and polyadamantanes. In the papers [7-9] the 
present authors have undertaken a systematic study of Matula numbers, hoping that 
the results obtained will be of interest both to mathematicians and potential users in 
organic chemistry. The purpose of this paper is to provide a unified presentation 
of all these results and offer some further remarks concerning an additive 
arithmetic function that naturally arises in connection with Matula numbers (see 
Section 4}. 








2. Characterization properties of Matula numbers and corresponding rooted trees 
There exist many problems involving characterization properties of Matula num- 
bers and corresponding rooted trees. Some of them were solved in [7-9], and these 
results will be briefly repeated here. In general, it is difficult to recognize directly the 
structure of the graph from the associated Matula number. In the case of the path 
graph PN with N vertices (depicted in Fig. 3), this is not difficult. (Recall that PN is the 
molecular graph of the normal alkane with N carbon atoms.) We define the sequence 
qk of natural numbers as follows: qo = 1, and qk ~- Pqk-, if k ~> 1. Then we have 
(see [8]): 
Theorem 1. An integer M is the Matula number of PN if and only if M = qk- I qN-k for  
some k satisfying 1 <~ k <<. N. 
We remark that the significance of M = qk-1 qN-k (1 ~< k ~< N) is that the root of 
PN may be any of its N vertices. Note that the sequence qk increases very fast, roughly 
as  k k. More precisely, we have the following result (see [8]), where log x denotes the 
natural ogarithm. 
Theorem 2. 
lim log qk 
k-- ~ k log log qk 
-1 .  
Various special properties of rooted trees can be directly deduced from their Matula 
numbers, as shown in [9]. Let 
n = Ptl Pt2"'" P'~ (2.1) 
be the decomposition of n into primes, some of which may be equal. Let 
(a) P~(T)= number of vertices of a rooted tree T; 
(b) P~(T) ,pW(T)  represent he number of black and white vertices of T, 
respectively; the first neighbors of a black vertex are white and vice versa; the root of 
T is colored black; 
(c) Pa(T) = width of T, i.e., the number of non-root vertices having degree one; 
(d) pk4(T) = number of vertices of T having degree k,k >1 1; 
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(e) Ps(T) = maximum degree of a vertex of T; 
(f) P6(T)  = minimum degree of a vertex of T, greater than unity; 
(g) PT(T) = eccentricity of the root, i.e., the greatest distance between the root and 
a vertex of T; 
(h) •8(T)= smallest distance between the root of T and a vertex of degree one; 
(i) ~9(T)  = diameter of T, i.e., the greatest distance between two vertices; 
(j) P~Io(T) = number of vertices of Tthat are on distance k from the root, k >/ 1. 
The following theorem, proved in [9], brings forth identities relating the above 
properties with the corresponding Matula number n, given by Eq. (2.1). 
Theorem 3. We have 
(a) IPI(T) =fl(n) + 1, where 
d 
f l (n )=d + ~ fl(Q) 
i=1 
and the function f~ satisfies the initial condition fl (1) = 0. 
(b) Paa(T) =f2B(n) + 1 and pW(T) w n = f 2 () ,  where 
d d 
B .f 2(ti) = f2  (i), fW(n) d + ~,, B f 2(n) ~ w t • = 
i=1 i=1 
B W and where the initial conditions are .f2(1) =.f2 (1) = 0. 
(C) P3(T)=f3(n) ,  where 
d 
f3in) = Y. f3ttO 
i=1 
and J3(l) = l. 
(d) pk(T)=f~(n,k) + 6d.k, where 
d 
f4(n,k) = ~ (f4(t,,k) + 6Q,,~.k-~) 
i= l  
and f4( l ,k)= 61.k. By f2(tl) we denote the number of prime factors (not necessarily 
distinct) of 4. The Kronecker 6 symbol has its usual meanin9: 6,.,, = 1 if u = v and 
6 , . , ,=Oi fu~v.  
(e) Ps(T)=fs(n), where 
fs(n) = max {d, fs(Ztl)li = 1 ..... d} 
and f5(2) = 1. 
(f) P6(T)=f6(n), where 
~min{d, f6(2t l ) l i= 1 ..... d} if d>~ 2 
f6(n) = / fa(2t0 if d = 1. 
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The function f6(n) is undefined for n <~ 2, but it is consistent to formally set 
f6(1) =f6(2) = o~. Then we have f6(3) = 2,f6(4) = 2, etc. 
(g) Pv(T) =fT(n), where 
fv(n)--- 1 + max{fT(ti)[ i  = 1 .. . . .  d] 
and f~(l) = 0. 
(h) ~8(T)=fs (n ) ,  where 
fs(n) = 1 + min{fs(ti)Di = 1 . . . . .  d} 
and f8(1) = 0. 
(i) Pg(T)=fg(n) ,  where 
~max{f9(Zt~),gi~li= 1 .. . . .  d, j=  1 . . . . .  d, i :Aj} if d>~ 2 
J9(n) = [.f9(2tl) /f d = 1. 
The auxiliary quantities g~j are defined via the previously introduced function f7 as: 
,qij =fT(ti) + fv(tj) + 2. 
The initial condition is f9(2)= 1. 
(j) pko(T)=f lo (n ,k ) ,  where 
d 
Jlo(n,k) = ~ .rio(t,, k - 1) 
i -1  
with initial conditions 
f l o (n ,0 )= 1 for n >l 1, 
f l o (1 ,k )=0 for k >~ 1. 
Two important problems concerning Matula numbers are to determine the rooted 
trees with N vertices whose Matula numbers are maximal or minimal. In [7] these 
problems have been solved. If Y-N is the set of all rooted trees with N vertices, then we 
have 
Theorem 4. I f  N >1 5, then in the set 9-N the tree T~ a", depicted in Fig. 4, has the 
maximal Matula number, which is equal to 
M = Pv ) 
"" I N -  4 times. 
P8 
Theorem 5. I f  N >~ 3, then in the set 3-N the tree T~ i", depicted in Fig. 5, has the 
minimal Matula number, which is equal to 
M=3.5  tN-31/3 i fN -O(mod3) ,  
M = 5 ~N-1~/3 / fN  = 1 (mod 3), t2.2) 
M=9"5  ~N-51/3 ! fN -2(mod3) .  
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We remark that for N = 1 and N = 2, the set fN consists of a unique element, 
whose Matula numbers (which are thus both maximal and minimal) are 1 and 2, 
respectively. For N = 3 and N = 4 the maximal Matula numbers of fN are easily 
found to be 4 and 8, respectively. 
3. Rooted trees with maximal Matula numbers 
Although both Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 are proved in I-7], for the sake 
of completeness of the present exposition we give now a proof of Theorem 4. 
Theorem 5 is verified by similar methods, i.e., also by mathematical induction. 
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Suppose N/> 5, and consider first the trees TA and Ts given in Fig. 6. Observe that 
in the notation introduced in Fig. 6 it is assumed that d/> 2, h >/0 and that the total 
number of vertices of TA and TB is at least five. From the definition of Matula numbers 
it follows that 
n(TA, u) = apbc, n(TB, u) = pabc, 
where, as before, Pm is the ruth prime number, and 
a = Pntc2.v2~, b = Pn(K,.w,)PntK2,w2~ "'" P"txh,wh~' C = Pn(L3.v~)"'" PntL~,vd)" 
We shall show that 
n(TA, u) < n(Ta, u), (3.1) 
which is equivalent to 
apb < Pab (a >1 2,b >~ 2). (3.2) 
Although (3.2) appears plausible, a search in the literature failed to disclose a proof of 
this result, and hence one will be given now. We start from the inequalities 
p. ~< n(logn + loglogn - ½) (n >/20), (3.3) 
and 
p. >/n(log n + loglogn - 1.0072629) (n >t 2), (3.4) 
proved by Rosser-Schoenfeld [12] and Robin [11], respectively. Hence, for a >/2 and 
b ~> 20, we obtain 
apb <~ ab(logb + loglogb - ½) 
< ab(logab + loglogab - 1.0072629) ~< Pab 










log b + log log b - ½ < log ab + log log ab - 1.0072629, 
which is certainly satisfied if 
log a > 0.5072629. (3.5) 
On the other hand, (3.5) obviously holds, since 
loga ~> log2 = 0.6931471 .... 
It remains to prove (3.2) for a t> 2, 2 ~< b ~< 19. Each of these cases is verified 
separately, by using the inequality 
p .> in logn  (n1> 1), 
which is easily deduced from (3.4). 
The significance of(3.1) is that in ~N (N t> 5) the transformation TA =, TB decreases 
the degree of u (see Fig. 6) and at the same time increases the corresponding Matula 
number (cf. (3.1)). Thus by repeating this transformation sufficiently many times we 
arrive at a vertex of degree one. Therefore for every rooted tree T' e ~N with a vertex v' 
of degree greater than one there exists a tree T" e 3"N with a vertex v" of degree one, 
such that 
n(T', v') < n(T", v"). 
Note also that if T is a tree with vertex x, and TI is a tree obtained by joining x with 
a new vertex y of degree one, (see Fig. 7), then 
n(Tl,  y) = Pn(r.x). (3.6) 
Now we use mathematical induction to prove Theorem 4, checking it first for 
N = 5, 6 and 7. Suppose Theorem 4 holds for ~-N- 1, namely that in J'N- 1 the largest 
Matula number corresponds to the vertex x of the tree T~_xl, shown in Fig. 8. 
Let Ta be the tree from 3-N with the largest Matula number. From the preceding 
discussion it follows that TI must have a vertex y of degree one. Thus TI may be 
thought of as a tree arising from a tree Te~rN _ 1, to whose vertex  we have joined the 
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vertex y. In view of (3.6) and the induction hypothesis, the Matula number n(Tl, y) will 
be maximal if T = T~a?l. But then T~ = T~ ax, as asserted• This proves Theorem 4, 
since it is easy to see that the Matula number of T~ a~ equals 
M =pc  
N - 4 times• 
P8 
4. An additive function connected with Matula numbers 
An arithmetic function f :  1%1 --. C is said to be additive if f (ran) = f(m) + f(n) for all 
pairs of coprime numbers m, n. Such is, for example, the function to(n), which repres- 
ents the number of distinct prime factors of n. An additive function is said to be 
completely additive if f(mn) = f(m) + f(n) holds for all numbers m, n. Examples of 
such functions are C log n and f2(n), the latter representing the number of all prime 
factors of n. An extensive literature on additive functions exists, from the pioneering 
days of Erd6s (see e.g. [4-6]), to the most modern results involving, among other 
things, intricate methods from probability theory. For the latter the reader is referred 
to the monographs by Elliott [3] and Tenenbaum [13]. 
An interesting additive function arises naturally in connection with Matula num- 
bers. This was mentioned as (a) of Theorem 3, but here a more detailed iscussion is in 
order. Namely, since the number of vertices N of a rooted tree is uniquely determined 
by the corresponding Matula number M, we may write 
N = 1 +f(M).  
In this way we obtain a new arithmetic function f (M)  which provides the connection 
between the Matula number and the number of vertices of the respective rooted tree. 
(Note that f (M)  is same as fl(n) in Theorem 3.) From the definition of Matula 
numbers it is seen that this function has the following properties: 
(i) the function f is completely additive: 
(ii) if p,, is the mth prime number, then f(p,,,) = 1 +f(m). 
The properties (i) and (ii) enable one to compute the values off(n) in a fairly simple 
way. In particular, (i) implies that f(1) = 0. The values o f f  are not monotonic, e.g., 
f (14) = 4, f(15) = 5, f (16) = 4. It should be interesting to evaluate asymptotically the 
sums 
FI(X ) = ~ 1, F2(X ) = ~ 1, 
n<<.x n<<.x 
f(n) <~f(n+ 1) f(n) >~f(n+ 1) 
F3(x) = ~ 1, F,(x) = ~ 1, 
n<~x n<~x 
f (n)<f(n+ 1) f (n)>f(n+ 1) 
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although this is certainly not an easy problem. Is it true that, as x --. oo, 
F3(x ) = o(f l (x))  , F4(x) = o(F2(x))? 
Are the values of f (n)  uniformly distributed in residue classes of a given modulus? 
A natural question is to determine the order of magnitude off(n). This problem was 
solved in [7], and here we state the respective result as 
Theorem 6. For M >>. 7 we have 
log M 
f (M)  >1 log logM'  (4.1) 
whereas for M >>. 1 we have 
3 log M 
f (M)  <~ - -  (4.2) 
log 5 
Proof. We have 
p, ~< n(logn + loglogn) (n t> 6), (4.3) 
which follows for n >/2 from (3.3) and for 6 ~< n ~< 19 by direct checking. Let 
ro = Ps = 19, and rk = Pr,_~ for k ~> 1. Induction and (4.3) yield 
rk <~ 19(lOgrk + loglogrk) k (k >1 1), 
whence 
k/> (log rk -- log 19)/(log(log rk + log log rk)). (4.4) 
Set k = N - 3, so that k ~> 2 if N/> 5, where N is the number of vertices of a rooted 
tree, say TN. Define M by f (M)  = N - 1, so that M is the Matula number of TN. By 
Theorem 4 we have rk >>- M, and since f (M)  = k + 2 we obtain from (4.4), for M >/30, 
f (M)  >1 logM/ ( log( logM + loglog M)) + 2 - log 19/(log(log M + loglog M)) 
/> log M/(log(log M + log log M)) + 1 > log M/(log log M). 
For 7 ~< M ~< 29 the inequality (4.1) is checked irectly. 
To prove (4.2) we set again f (M)  = N - 1, where N is the number of vertices of 
a rooted tree TN with the Matula number M. From (2.2) of Theorem 5 we obtain for 
N/> 3, by taking logarithms, 
3 log M 
log 5 
3 log M 
f (M)=N-  1~< log5 
3 log M 
log 5 
- - + 2 - - -  
~-4 
3 log 3 
N = 0 (mod 3), 
log 5 
N = 1 (mod 3), 
3 log 9 
N = 2 (mod 3). 
log 5 
This easily implies (4.2) for M/> 3, whereas for M = 1 and M = 2 it is trivial. 
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We remark that the above proofs are based on graph-theoretic reasonings, con- 
tained in Theorems 4 and 5, and not on number-theoretical arguments. In fact, it is 
not clear how Theorem 6 could be deduced by number-theoretic arguments, using 
only the defining properties (i) and (ii) off(n). The proofs also reveal that (4.1) and (4.2) 
are best possible in the sense that both bounds are attained asymptotically for 
infinitely many numbers M. 
As an easy consequence of Theorem 6 we obtain 
~, f(f(M)) = xloglogx + O(xlogloglogx), (4.5) 
M <~x 
which shows that log log M is the average order of f(f(M)). More interesting and 
more difficult is the problem of the asymptotic evaluation of the summatory function 
off(M). Ifp ~ II n means that the prime power p~ divides n but p~+X does not, then for 
any additive function f we have 
E f(rl) ~ Z E f(p~)-~" E (f(Pa)--f(P~t-1))I~ 1 
n <~X n ~x p~l]n p~ <~x 
z f ( P ) ( Z ) (  =x  +0 f(p) +0 x 
p~x P p~x / p~<<.x, at)2 
Hence, using (4.2), for our function f we obtain 
[f(p ~ ) --f(p~-p~ ')]) 
f(p) 2., f (n) = x 2., + O(x). (4.6) 
n<.x p<.x P 
Using (ii) to evaluate the sum over primes in (4.6) we obtain, after some 
transformations, 
~x F(t) dt 
F(x) = x J2 t21ogt + °(x(l°gl°gx)2)' F(x) = Z f(n), (4.7) 
n<~X 
which is a sort of functional equation satisfied by F(x). If we set tp(x) = F(x)/x, then 
(4.7) implies that ~p(x) is slowly varying, namely that for any constant a > 0 
lim ~o(ax)_ 1. 
. . . .  ,p(x)  
Neither (4.6) nor (4.7) imply in any direct way what is the true order of magnitude of 
F(x). In 1992 the first author conjectured that 
F(x) = ~ f(n) = Cxlogx + O(x) 
n~x 
for some constant C > 0, which in view of (4.6) is equivalent to 
f(P) Clogx + 0(1). 
p<<.x P 
(4.8) 
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In June 1993 G. Tenenbaum informed us that, in collaboration with a student of his, 
the formula (4.8) has been proved with the slightly weaker error term O(x log log x). 
This result, together with Theorem 6, essentially solves the problem of the order of 
magnitude off(n). 
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